In order to improve the search capability of the existing Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm, an enhanced robust technique is proposed in this paper, called hybrid Cuckoo Search and Harmony Search (CSHS). In CSHS technique, HS incorporates the mutation operator into the Cuckoo Search technique. The proposed technique is applied to solve the highly nonlinear and non-convex optimal power flow (OPF) problem. In this paper, OPF is mathematically formulated as nonlinear multi-objective optimization problem. The developed formulation minimizes simultaneously the conflicting objectives of fuel cost, valve-point effect, emission reduction, voltage profile improvement and voltage stability enhancement subject to system equality and inequality constraints. OPF problem is solved using the proposed CSHS algorithm and tested on standard IEEE 30-bus and IEEE 57-bus with different case studies. The results obtained are compared with the reported literature. The results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the original CS and HS and other algorithms available in the literature.
out by hybridizing the technique and deterministic optimization methods. Enhancing the searching capability of the optimal solutions is the goal of technique hybridization.
The Cuckoo Search (CS) technique is a perfectly new optimization algorithm, which is designed based on the Lé vy flight and brood parasitic behavior of certain cuckoo species [18] . Further, CS can yield optimum solution but the searching operation using levy flight cannot be assured. So as to overcome the problem, Harmony Search (HS) [19] can be one of the method to be incorporated with cuckoo search. HS can give a mutation operator to the Cuckoo Search technique. Thus, the exploitation ability of the solution will be best. By using the characteristics of CS and HS, this paper suggests a hybrid (CSHS), The effectiveness of this technique is utilized to keep away from local optima and get a worldwide ideal solution, in addition, less computational time to achieve the ideal solution, local minima evasion, and speeder convergence, which make them adequate for viable applications for solving various constrained optimization problems. The goal of this paper is to develop an enhanced CS called CSHS to solve OPF problem. In order to justify the development of the CSHS, its efficiencies are compared to CS, HS and other well-known optimization techniques. Two exam systems networks IEEE 30-bus and IEEE 57-bus test systems are considered.
The remainder of paper is organized in the following way: The next partout lines the formulation of the OPF problem; meanwhile, section 3 describes the algebraic equation of CSHS. Section 4 displays the results of simulation and discussion. Finally the conclusion of this work is in section 5.
OPTIMAL POWER FLOW (OPF)
The OPF is a power flow problem that provides the optimal settings of the control variables for specific settings of load by means of reducing a predefined objective function such as the cost of real power generation or transmission losses. OPF takes into account the operating limits of the system and it can be mathematically formulated as a nonlinear constrained optimization problem as follows: Control variables: These are the set of variables that can be regulated to satisfy the load flow equations [20] . The set of control variables in the mathematical formulation of the OPF problem are:
PG: is the -th active power bus generator (except swing generator).VG: is the voltage magnitude at -th PV bus (generator bus). T: is a transformer tap setting.
QC: is shunt VAR compensation.
The control variables U can be formulated as: (2) where NC, NT and NG are the number of VAR compensators, the number of regulating transformers and the number of generators respectively.
State variables: These are the set of variables that report any unique state of the system [20] . The set of state variables for mathematically formulated the OPF problem as follow:
PG1: is the generator active power at slack (or swing) bus. VL: is the bus voltage of -th load bus (PQ bus).
QG: reactive power generation of all generator units.
SL: transmission line loading (or line flow)
The state variables X can be formulated as:
where, NL, and nl are the number of load buses and the number of transmission lines, respectively. Constraints: OPF constraints can be classified into equality and inequality constraints, as explained in the next sections.
Equality constraints The equality constraints that express the typical nonlinear power flow equations that control the power system, presented as follows. a) Real power constraints:
Reactive power constraints: (5) where NB is the number of buses, and are active and reactive load demands, respectively, ij i j
is the difference in voltage angles between bus and bus ij G is the transfer conductance and ij B is the susceptance between bus and bus , respectively. Inequality constraints:
The Inequality constraints that reflect operational of the system and the system's physical limits presented as follows.
Generator constraints. For all generators comprising the slack: voltage, active and reactive outputs shall to be limited by their minimum and maximum limits as follows:
min max
Transformer constraints. Transformer tap settings must be limited within their specified minimum and maximum limits as follows:
Shunt VAR compensator constraints. Shunt VAR compensators have to be limited by their lower and upper limits as follows:
Security constraints: These comprise the constraints of voltage magnitude at load buses and transmission line loadings. Voltage of each load bus has to be limited within its minimum and maximum operating limits. Line flow through each transmission line must be limited by its capacity limits. These constraints can be expressed as given follows: 
HARMONY SEARCH
In 2001, Geem et al. first proposed the harmony search (HS) algorithm [19] , the fundamental HS technique involves the following operators: the harmony memory (HM) [see Eq. (13)], the harmony memory size (HMS), the harmony memory consideration rate (HMCR), the pitch adjustment rate (PAR) and the pitch adjustment bandwidth ( bw ).
( ) ( ) ( ) 
Within HS, there are three elements: use of harmony memory, pitch adjusting, and randomization. In the process of HS optimization, the value of each decision variable in HM can be specified by one of the previously mentioned three rules.
The first section is important in the entire HS process. This can assure that the preferable harmonies cannot be varied and make the HM always stay the preferable status. HMCR ∈ [0, 1] must be cautiously adjusted with the goal of using this memory more successfully. If it is nears 1 (very high), almost whole the harmonies in them can be completely exploited, but the HS algorithm cannot perform a global search, leading to possible wrong solutions. On the other hand, if it is too small (even 0), HS uses only a few preferable harmonies, which may result to slowly finding the preferable solutions. Here, usually, HMCR = 0.7-0.95. For the second section, although the pitch can be lightly adjusted in the linear form or nonlinear theoretically, a linear adjustment is selection in most cases. The pitch is modernized as follows:
where δ is a number's random in [0, 1], bw is the band
And new
x are the actual and novel pitches, respectively.
Pitch adjustment has the likeness with the mutation operator in evolutionary techniques. Likewise, the PAR is also cautiously adjusted in order to implement HS in the best way. If PAR gets closer to 1, the harmony in HM will switch even at the finale of the HS operation, and HS is therefore difficult to converge on the best solutions. Conversely, if it is too low, then a slight change will be made for harmonies in HS and HM might converge prematurely. Hence, we use PAR = 0.1-0.5 for generality cases. The third section is basically a random process with the goal of adding harmony diversity. The random operation makes the HS explore the entire search space excellently and this has a greater prospect of finding the final optimal solutions.
CUCKOO SEARCH
By simplifying and perfecting the parasitic the conduct of the brood of cuckoos individuals in incorporation with Lé vy flight, CS is proposed which is a new technique of metaheuristic research [18] to solve optimization problems.
In the state of CS, how a cuckoo individual moves to the following position is entirely specified by Lé vy flights.
To use cuckoo brood the conduct to optimization problems, Yang and Dib are ideal for the brood parasitic the conduct of some cuckoo, the following three rules have been developed forward.
1. In the cuckoo population, every cuckoo puts an egg at a nest chosen at random.
2. Great -quality nests will not be changed, and this can assure the cuckoo population that involves the superior solutions, not worse than previously at least.
3. The number of nests is not changed and the egg laid by a cuckoo is found by the host bird with a possibility pa ∈ [0, 1].
In the easy form, every nest only repays only to one an egg. As a result, the CS technique can be simply extended to address multi-objective optimization problems in which every nest comprises more than one egg / solution. In our current study, we only consider that every nest has just an egg. So, in our study, we do not determine the difference between the nest, egg, and solution. CS technique can achieve a perfect balance between the local random walk and the global random walk by utilizing a pa switch parameter. The local one can be expressed as [18] :
Where and are two diverse solutions randomly chosen, H(u) is a Heaviside function, ε is a number's random, and s is the step size, For the global random walk, it is incorporated with Lé vy flights given as follows:
Here ≻ 0 is the scaling factor of the step size concerning to the scales of the interest problem.
HYBRID HARMONY SEARCH AND CUCKOO SEARCH
Based on the introduction of CS and HS in earlier section, the detailed characterize of the suggested cuckoo search with harmony search (HS/CS) will be presented in this section.
In general, the standard CS technique explores the search space well and has a quick speed to find the optimal global value, but it takes exploits of solutions badly because of the moves or sometimes large steps. Furthermore, standard harmony search is well able to exploit solutions by carefully adjusting the HMCR and PAR. In the display work, by combination of HS and CS, a hybrid meta-heuristic technique, so-called Cuckoo Search/harmony Search (CS/HS) is thus suggested for the goal of optimizing benchmark functions. In CS/HS technique, the improvisation of harmony in HS is inserting into cuckoo search as operator of mutation. In this process, this technique can explore the modern search space by hybrid CS operator and exploit population with HS, and thus, the benefits of the CS and HS can be fully utilized.
The basic idea of the HS/CS technique is the provided of the hybrid HS mutation operator. In this way, first introduced in the current work, a major improvement is made to add a mutation operator to the CS including two minor improvements.
The first improvement is the addition of the pitch adjustment process in the HS, which can be considered a mutation operator in order to augment the diversity of the population. In the exploitation phase, once an individual is selected among the best current individuals, a new Cuckoo individual is created globally using Lé vy flights. After that, we adjust each element in using HS. When is greater than HMCR, i.e., 1 ≥ HMCR, the component j is updated randomly; whereas when 1 < HMCR, we update component j according to * , furthermore, pitch adjustment process in HS which can be considered as a mutation operator is applied to update the component j when 2 <PAR in a purpose to add diversity of the population, as described in equation (14), where 1 and 2 are two random numbers distributed uniformly in [0,1], * is the global preferable solution in the current generation. By means of different experiments, it was found that HMCR is specific to 0.9 and PAR to 0.1 which can produce optimal solutions.
The else improvement is to add of elitist scheme to into the HS/CS.As with else optimization techniques, an improved elitism scheme is combined into the HS/CS algorithm to retain the preferable individuals in the cuckoo population.
According to the above detailing, the harmony search/cuckoo search (HS/CS) can be found in the corresponding flowchart appears in Figure 1 . 
APPLICATION AND RESULTS
The CSHS has been using to solve the OPF problem for two exam systems and for many cases with various objective functions. The considered power systems networks are: the IEEE 30-bus and IEEE 57-bus test system. The advanced software program is written in MATLAB computing environment and used on a 2.20 GHz i7 personal computer. In our study the CSHS population size or number of stars is selection to be 50.
IEEE 30-bus test system
In order to illustrate the performance of the proposed CSHS method, it has been examined first on the standard IEEE 30-bus test system. The standard IEEE 30-bus system selection in this paper has the next characteristics: 6generators at buses 1, 2, 5, 8, 11 and 13, 4-transformers with off-nominal tap ratio at lines 11, 12, 15 and 36, 9-shunt VAR compensation buses at buses 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 21, 23, 24 and 29. In addition, line data, bus data, generator data, and lower and upper restriction for control variables are presented in [21] . For this first exam system, six various cases have been studied with various objectives and all the obtained results are outlined in Table 1 , 3 and 5. The first column of this table appears the optimal control settings found where: -PG1 through PG6 and VG1 through VG6 represent the powers and the voltages of generator 1 through generator 6.
-T11, T12, T15 and T36 are the tap settings of transforms involved between lines 11, 12, 15 and 36.
-QC10, QC12, QC15, QC17, QC20, QC21, QC23, QC24 and QC29 represent the shunt VAR compensations connected to buses 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 21, 23, 24 and 29.moreover, fuel cost ($/h), active power losses (MW), reactive power losses (MVar), voltage deviation and Lmax represent the total fuel cost of the system, the total active transmission losses, the deviation of load voltages and the index of stability, respectively. More description about these results will be presented in the next sections.
Case 1: Minimization of generation fuel cost The first case studied in this article is the basic case of minimizing the cost generation fuel expressed by a quadratic function. Therefore, the objective function of this case is:
where fi is the fuel cost of the ith generator. Usually, the OPF generation fuel cost curve is formulated by a quadratic function. Hence, fi can be formulated as follows [16] :
where , and are the element, the linear and the quadratic cost coefficients of the ith generator, respectively. The values of these coefficients are presented in [21] . Figure 2 appears the trend of total fuel cost over iterations. It seems that the proposed technique has good convergence characteristics. The optimal settings of control variables are presented in table 1. The total fuel cost obtained by the suggested CSHS technique is (798.9166$/h). Compared to the original CS, HS the total fuel cost is significantly decreased. Using the identical conditions (limits of control variables, initial conditions, and system data), the results obtained in Case 1 apply the CSHS technique are compared to other methods described in the literature as appears in Table 2 . There is some proof, that the suggested technique outperforms several methods used to solve the OPF problem by decreasing of generation fuel cost. For instance, the results obtained by the CSHS are better than the ones obtained the CS and HS methods. So as to have a realistic and greater effective modeling of generator cost functions, the valve point-effect must be considered. The generating units with multi-valve steam turbines display a major variation in the fuel-cost functions and output a ripple-like effect. So as to considered the valvepoint effect of generating units, a modeled as a sinusoidal term is added to the cost function [24] . Thus, the objective function can be formulated as follow: (20) where, and are the coefficients that show the valve-point loading effect.
In this case to arrive at a rise in cost than in case 1 with conclusive value being 829.9584$/h, obtained by CSHS. The optimal control variables obtained are shown in Table1, output outcome of method used in our study are better than most of the results revealed in past literatures on the problem of OPF. [21] 799.289 BSA [20] 830.7779 SOS [22] 801.5733 ICBO [25] 830.4531 MSFLA [23] 802.287 APFPA [26] 830.4065 HSFLA-SA [24] 801.79
Case 3: Minimization of fuel cost and voltage deviation
Bus voltage is one of the most significant and considerable security and service quality indices [21] . Reducing only the total cost in the OPF problem as in Case 1 may result in a suitable solution, but voltage profile may not be reasonable. Consequently, this case purposes at minimizing fuel cost with a improve voltage profile by considering a dual objective function. The voltage profile is optimized by reducing the load bus voltage deviation (VD) from 1.0 p.u, the objective function in this case can be formulated as follows:
cost voltageDeviation J J wJ = + (21) where w is an appropriate weighting factor, to be chosen by the user to accord a weight to each of the two expressions of the objective function. In this case w is selection as 100. 
The CSHS technique has been utilized to search for the optimal solution of the problem. The variations in the fuel cost and voltage deviation through the iterations are outlined in Fig.4a and Fig.4b . The optimal settings of the control variables are presented in table 3. Apply CSHS the fuel cost and the voltage deviation yielded are (803.5208$/h) and (0.0991p.u), respectively. The voltage profile obtained by CSHS is compared with other algorithms as appears in table 4. It is clear that the voltage profile is the least among all other comparable methods. It is decreased from 1.9733p.u. In the case 1 to 0.0991p.u in case 3, hence, in case 3, the fuel cost is slightly augmented by 0.57% compared to case 1. [14] 804.9980 0.102 ABC [28] 801.6650 0.1379 GABC [28] 801.5821 0.137 The prediction of voltage instability is a problem of paramount significance in power systems. In [32] Kessel and Glavitch have developed a voltage stability index named which is defined build on local indicators and it is presented by [32] : (24) where is the local indicator of bus j and it is given as follows: (25) where H matrix is produced by the partial inversion of .
More specifics can be given in [32] . The indicator varies between 0 and 1 where the lower the indicator, the more the system stable. Thus, enhancing voltage stability can be obtained by the minimization of of the complete system [21] . Hence, the objective function can be formulated as: (26) where is a weighting factor chosen as 100 in this work. The results of the optimization study are presented in Table 3 while the direction of convergence is appearing in Fig. 5 . It seems that the has been decreased from 0.1283 to 0.1251 compared with CASE 1. Hence the results obtained are compared with other algorithms as given in table 4.
Case 5: Minimization of emission Electrical power generation from conventional sources of energy emits hazardous gases into the environment. The quantity of sulfur oxides SOx and nitrogen oxides NOx emission in tones per hr (t/h) is higher with rise in generated power (in p.u) next the relationship presented in equation (27) .The objective of OPF is to minimize emission :
where, , , , and are all emission coefficients provided in [20] The results yielded after optimization applied the CSHS technique are presented in Table 5 and the trend of optimization is shown in Fig.5a and 5b . The results appear that the emission has been decreased from (0.3662 ton/h) to (0.20476 ton/h), Thus, the results obtained are compared with other techniques as shown in table 6.
Case 6: Minimization of real power loss In this case, the purpose of the OPF problem is to minimize power losses; the real power loss to be minimized is formulated as follows:
where, = − is the difference in voltage angles between bus and bus and is transfer conductance. [29] 0.20482 MSA [29] 3.1005 ARCBBO [27] 0.2048 ARCBBO [27] 3.1009 GBICA [30] 0.2049 GWO [31] 3.41 The tendency to decrease the objective function of total real power transmission loss using the CSHS technique appears Fig. 6 . The optimal settings of the control variables are presented in Table 5 . In this case 6 by CSHS result in real power losses of 2.8803MW, better than all the results summarized in the table 6.
IEEE 57-bus test system
In order to exam the scalability of the suggested CSHS technique, a greater test system is taken into account in this article, which is the IEEE 57-bus test system. General system data of 57-bus system are given in [33] .
Case 7: Minimization of fuel cost The goal of this case is to minimize the total generating fuel cost. Hence, the objective function of this case is presented by (18) . The CSHS is run so as to find the optimal settings for this case and the gained results are presented in Table 7 . The cost yielded for case 7 is (41662.1893$/h). [29] 41673.7231 MSA [29] 41714.9851 0.67818 ICBO [25] 41697.3324 FPA [29] 41726.3758 0.69723 The purpose of the objective function is to minimize simultaneously both fuel cost and voltage deviation. The converted single objective function next equation (21) with weight factor w is chosen as 100, the results of such optimization using the suggested CSHS technique are shown in Table 7 . This table shows that the VD has been decrease from (1.4928 p.u.) to (0.6947 p.u.) compared with CASE 7. Hence, the cost has slightly augmented from (41662.1893 $/h) to (41707.8925 $/h) compared with CASE 7.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hybrid (CSHS) approach has been proposed as a new solution to solve the OPF problem. At first, in power systems, the OPF problem was reported as a nonlinear optimization problem with equality and inequality constraints. Where several objective functions have been considered to minimize the fuel cost, to improve the voltage profile, and to enhance the voltage stability in normal conditions. In addition, non-smooth cost objective function has been considered. The feasibility of the proposed CSHS method for solving OPF problems is demonstrated by using standard IEEE 30-bus and IEEE 57-bus test power systems. The proposed method does always promise most optimal solution and fast convergence. The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithm to solve OPF problem in small and large test systems. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms in this study perform noticeably better than many other equivalent optimization methods in finding solutions of OPF. Reduction in hourly operation cost has been established almost in all the cases studied under the scope of this literature. 
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